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Real Eternal (Lyrics) 

 

Chorus : Stay Cool, Stay Calm, Don’t Trip, Just Chill (2 times) 

 

Verse 1: 

Intercession spiritual lesson blessin’ intersection real confessions tests to testamonies pressin’ to  

expressions blasting through the phonies people’s freedom lead em seedin’ feed it readin’ the mind  

seek n find some reason to a precious lesson (also weedin’ the mind, like “sifting” our thoughts, cuz we  

are what we think)  

 

Never dead always life all it is so lets arrive to now 

Better that it’s knee deep pat on the back show community how 

Feeling the power rid of the sour though at times it’s positive negative  

balancing raps so it’s a truth to power 

 

Telepathic action no distraction life is actually moment after moment  

knowledge wisdom God attackin’ 

Love or fear is the true package trust in I n I is one  

we’re all the Son he got your back so pack the spiritual mind the baggage 

 

Too much tragic millions die for greed careful theocratic let us breathe to choose 

Beyond the news propaganda stackin’ lies for terror lies 

We realize the treasure passed the savage 

Inner prize know the facts who’s side your on it already happened 
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Chorus : Stay Cool, Stay Calm, Don’t Trip, Just Chill (4 times) 

 

Verse 2: 

History teaches what division is and  

not even all the different all a G’s can change the truth from what it is 

always simple motivations sow some patience with the kids 

cuz trouble’s waitin’ every corner every moment in this Biz 

 

Victory of the mystery living G.O.D. 

Everybody CEO of their own mind keep doin’ things 

Any effort counts know what’s up goes down  

Goose or Gander Russell feathers know to flip the famous frown 

 

It’s been what it is what it’s gonna be 

Delete the racists save the world peace and justice spirit that’s duality 

+1 +2 plus infinity don’t forget the WU cuz God said it’s real eternally 

 

“Respect” Never mistake what appears to be a bridge as a clearing zone. 1love 

Peace through music 

 

Chorus : Stay Cool, Stay Calm, Don’t Trip, Just Chill (4 times)  

 

(Side note…Hey guys….technology is moving everything real fast on the Planet, and humans are gonna 

need true leaders to help everything transform…actually no time to waste is why we are the way we 

are…stay well, and never let any anger or hype or confusion take you off your restful pivot (peace to 

K)…shinin’ the light in your own way, we’re all important…hopefully the world will learn to use 

expression and not violence to communicate…1 


